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Executive Summary

Green jobs are one of the most widely discussed but still undefined parts of the economy. In the fall of 2008, green jobs became a presidential 
campaign topic as politicians and community leaders began to call for major investments to create green jobs.  The American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) provides capital to support green jobs with investments ranging from significant increases in funding available  from 
the Department of Energy to green job training funds available from the Department of Labor.  While many communities are hopeful that they 
will see the benefits of what some call a green jobs revolution, others are taking action now to make sure they are well positioned for the 
opportunity. 

Southwestern Pennsylvania is a community that is actively planning to take full advantage of opportunities in the Green Economy.  This analysis 
and resulting report were commission by the Green Building Alliance (GBA) and Growth Through Energy and Community Health (GTECH) as 
motivated stakeholders.  This is the first attempt in the region to quantify and begin to qualify the green jobs opportunity. 
 
As research for this report began, several anecdotal examples of people employed in green jobs were found including:

• A technician performing an energy audit on a home
• A driver of a recycling truck utilizing biodiesel
• A factory working building solar panels
• A landscape professional installing plants to reduce storm water run off

While these jobs are all obviously very different and require unique skills and education, they are linked through the label of green jobs.  It is 
because of the green jobs movement that Southwestern Pennsylvania, like many other communities, is seeking to better understand the green 
job opportunities, the pathways for people from all walks of life to engage in accessing these jobs, and the resources that the community needs 
in order to ensure that a robust and tangible green economy achieves its potential and becomes not just a regional competitive advantage but 
a model for prosperity. 

This report is the result of work executed by GSP Consulting Corp. including analysis, stakeholder opinion and observation.  By assessing the 
available information through various methodologies  – SWOT analysis, Gap Analysis, inventory of training providers, etc., this report catalogues 
and assesses the region’s greatest strengths and opportunities related to green jobs.   It is meant to provide a high-level set of recommendations 
regarding areas for regional focus.  This report is being considered a first phase in creating a focused regional plan.  A second phase of this 
research and planning is underway that will produce an in depth labor market analysis and action plan for Southwestern Pennsylvania’s 
communities to take advantage of the growing green jobs potential.

By following the recommendations provided in this report, Southwestern Pennsylvania’s many disparate organizations, companies, individuals 
and policy makers can better focus their collective efforts on growing green jobs.  Through the leadership of the Heinz Endowments, The 
Green Building Alliance, and Growth Through Energy and Community Health (GTECH) this report serves as a major first step in determining the 
projected areas of growth in the local green economy, and the respective career ladders leading local residents to each new job opportunity.
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The Key Findings

Strengths and Opportunities
• Southwestern Pennsylvania (the Pittsburgh 11-County MSA) 

currently has close to 18,000 jobs in green industries .
• This analysis indicates that the region can realize an increase 

of more than 11,600 green jobs for a total of nearly 29,500 
green jobs in Southwestern Pennsylvania.  

• In March 2009, GBA published a report titled, “Green Building 
Product and Services Market Analysis”  that demonstrated that 
there are several areas of growth potential within the green 
building products sector.   As the chart that follows illustrates, 
the overall Green Products sector is predicted to shed jobs 
over the next few years not unlike rest of manufacturing in the 
United States.  

• GreenShare  is a methodology that looks at percentages 
of market sectors that are green.  This allows for a more 
direct estimate of green jobs and overall more conservative 
estimates of current and future green job levels.  The chart 
below illustrates the employment levels in the four green job 
categories.

 

• The region has a diverse green jobs-related industry base and, 
as a result, should be able to continue to grow green jobs in 
several sectors.

• Numerous training providers are available to conduct green 
jobs-related skill building and, where defined, certifications and/
or credentials.

• At the entry-level and mid-level occupational ranges, this 
analysis identified 20 occupations for which the region has 
insufficient supply of individuals readily available for projected 
job opportunities that will exist between now and 2015.

• An abundance of environmental and technical expertise 
combined with a growing level of entrepreneurial activity.

Weaknesses and Gaps
• There are numerous green job related efforts underway in 

the region with limited coordination and limited individual 
capacity.  This dynamic may create early burn out in many 
of the participants and does not prepare the region well for 
developing a critical mass to focus regional priorities and 
investments.  

• Often, there is a disconnect between employers, training 
providers and market opportunities, which creates labor force 
supply and demand issues in certain occupations.

• There is no clear information about how the region’s youth, 
transitional and re-engaging members of the workforce can 
pursue green jobs opportunities.

• There is little coordination between training providers at each 
level of the educational pipeline.

• The regional and state High Priority Occupation List does not 
contain several of the green job occupational codes identified 
in this analysis and, as a result, federal training dollars may not 
be available to support educational or training activities in 
these areas.  
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Gap Analysis

Identifying gaps within the green jobs pipeline is a critical component in helping the region build upon its strengths and develop opportunities for 
economic development. These gaps may not only be in the form of labor supply, but also may be found in information disbursements, public-
private linkages, and community involvement. This study presents two different gap matrices. The first deals with the results of the initial set of 
interviews as well as GSP’s analysis of the green jobs market. The second looks at actual occupations that fit into green job categories, but are 
not on the State’s High Priority Jobs list. This jobs list helps to determine what training will be developed and funded, especially at the community 
college level.  Recommendations in bold type represent initial priorities for action.

Analyzed Gaps
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A Future Structure for Southwestern 
Pennsylvania Green Jobs Collaboration

One of the common themes raised by a number of stakeholders 
involved with this report was that the region’s green jobs activity 
was neither well-defined nor well-coordinated.  Several efforts 
are underway to formulate a programmatic response to create 
green jobs but few, if any, of these efforts have enough critical 
mass, capacity or momentum to be successful.  As a result of 
observation and dialogue with key green jobs stakeholders, this 
report recommends the following structure for future green jobs 
collaboration in the Southwestern Pennsylvania region:

1. Create a “Green Jobs Collaborative” with representatives 
from key economic development, workforce development, 
governmental, and higher education agencies and, critically 
important, the private sector.  The findings show that private 
sector representation in the green jobs discussions is extremely 
low and must be engaged to allow the education providers 
and supporting organizations to target their resources. Current 
organizations such as the Green Jobs Advisory Board of 
Pittsburgh Green Innovators could serve as the basis of such an 
organization.

2. The Green Jobs Collaborative should serve the role of acting 
as a regional clearinghouse and rapid response group to 
respond to green job opportunities and help shape regional 
priorities that may impact green jobs.  Currently there is close 
to $1 billion, being invested in the state in areas related to 
green jobs such as renewable energy, energy efficiency and 
environmental conservation and there is no coordinated way 
to identify or prepare for green jobs that will be created as a 
result of these investments.

3. The Green Jobs Collaborative should organize activities along 
the five industry sector categories illustrated on the chart that 
follows.  These industry partnerships will bring together private 
companies, service organizations including training providers, 
community anchors and smaller community groups to work 
together to support regional green job creation and training.  

4. This recommended approach builds on current activity 
underway with the region’s industry partnership initiatives and 
is also modeled from efforts in Colorado , Philly & Chicago that 
are profiled in this report.

The diagram below begins to illustrate how the organizations could 
work together under the umbrella of a green jobs collaborative.  The 
recommendation is to have five industry partnership groups aligned 
with the key areas identified in this report for green jobs growth 
including:

• Building
• Building Services
• Energy 
• Product Manufacturing
• Environmental Conservation

Each of these industry partnerships would include both management 
and labor participation along with the support organizations 
and community anchors.  This structure is a way to align efforts to 
provide a more efficient development and delivery system.  This 
model is increasingly identified as a best practice in the workforce 
development field.  It is important to note that this diagram is just the 
beginning of a more in depth review of how to organize all of the 
various organizations that are currently interested in green jobs. It is 
simply meant to begin this process and intended to be a complete 
representation of how the structure should eventually unfold.   
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Southwestern Pennsylvania Green Jobs 
Analysis and Action Plan

In order to begin an analysis of green jobs it is first necessary to 
settle on a definition of green jobs.  As mentioned in the Executive 
Summary, there are many anecdotal descriptions of green jobs 
but far fewer rigorous definitions of what constitutes a green job.  
In the past year, dozens of research reports and public policy 
documents have been released that give often conflicting and mostly 
overestimated numbers of green jobs. The GSP Consulting team has 
developed a green jobs definition based on review of all current 
national reports, discussions with stakeholders throughout the country 
and validation with real green job employers.  This definition utilizes 
North American Industry Classification Codes (NAICS) to be able to 
quantify the number of green jobs in a particular community.  

The Definition of Green Jobs 
Green Jobs are employment opportunities in four industry sectors 
that have significant green output or employ a large number of 
green occupations including:

• Green Products
• Renewable Energy
• Green Services
• Environmental Conservation

Green Products are industries related to the manufacture of products 
that reduce environmental impact and improve the use of resources 
such as energy efficiency, water conservation and materials use and 
re-use.

Green Products are used in one of the following four areas:
• Building – including LEED® and other certified buildings and sites
• Transport – including mass transit and hybrid vehicles and 

components
• Consumer Products 
• Industrial Products

Renewable Energy includes industries related to the production 
of energy from natural resources such as sunlight, wind, hydro, 
geothermal and biofuels, such as corn, soybean and wood products.  
The Renewable Energy category also includes industries related to 
all forms of waste heat recovery and industries that utilize biomass 
(animal waste, crop waste etc) for energy, including cogeneration.  

Green Services are industries and occupations that are providing 
a range of services that are helping to build and supply the green 
economy, utilizing green products and technologies, building energy 
infrastructure, organic farming, recycling and waste management.

Environmental Conservation includes industries related to 
conservation of air, water and land, including air emissions control, 
monitoring and compliance, water treatment, water conservation, 
wastewater treatment, landscaping, land management (including 
prairie), natural pesticides, natural fertilizers and aquaculture. 

New Jobs and Converted Jobs
One of the themes that has come up over and over again is 
that green jobs will be created by existing firms employing new 
technologies or creating new products or by the creation of new 
industries.  Thorough analysis indicates that green jobs have been 
created in both ways, a trend that will continue.  For the purposes 
of this report, it is impossible to show the number of jobs in either 
category – rather the focus will be on the current and estimated total 
number of jobs that can be considered green.  In other words, the 
data provided is for the number of individuals that, at a point in time, 
would identify themselves as someone employed in a green job, 
regardless of the history of that job.  

GreenShare
GSP Consulting has developed a methodology for assessing the 
number of jobs and market share for a particular industry sector.  
This ‘GreenShare’ looks at the current amount of the market that is 
green and develops a percentage formula to evaluate the number 
of green jobs within that particular sector.   For instance, if 20% of 
produced windows are energy efficient, than we would calculate that 
20% of the window manufacturing jobs are “green.” In other words, 
as opposed to some national reports, not every job within a sector 
is counted if only one job can be considered green. This method will 
therefore yield more conservative, though likely more accurate results 
than many other reports seeking to estimate the number of green 
jobs and the economic impact. 

Once how much each of the target industries was green was 
estimated, GSP forecast the growth of the industry.  Several methods 
were used for these forecasts:

1. Forecasts of green markets.  GSP reviewed a number of reports 
on various green market segments, such as biofuels, solar and 
wind.  Many of these provided forecasts for the growth of those 
segments or provided data from which annual growth rates 
could be calculated.  GSP provided low and high estimates of 
the market growth.

2. Industry trend in the US.  GSP assumed that the state or 
regional industries would grow at the same rate as the U.S. 
trend for that industry from 2002-2007.  In most cases, this 
provided the most conservative estimate of growth.

3. The U.S. green trend.  The U.S. Conference of Mayors has 
estimated that there are 750,000 green jobs in the U.S. today.  
They predict that number will grow to 4.2 million in thirty years.  
This equates to a 6% annual growth rate.  This estimate is based 
on the assumption that green industries will each grow at the 
national rate.  This is the most optimistic projection for growth.  
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Projections and forecasts are frequently wrong, and this is particularly true during volatile economic periods, such as the current economic 
climate in the United States, and when fundamental economic interdependencies are changing, which is occurring with the emergence of green 
industries.  Part of the problem with forecasts is that they are often misused.  Since a forecast is at best a calculated guess that relies on a web of 
assumptions, the forecast is really an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the   economy at a particular point in time.  As those factors 
change, the accuracy and /or probability of the forecast is affected.  The factors that affect these forecasts include the following:

• Consumer preferences for clean, green and renewable
• State and federal regulatory policy to increase the cost of pollution and waste
• State and federal incentives such as Renewable Portfolio Standards
• The price of fossil fuels and carbon
• Perceptions of the security and reliability of imported energy

Green Job Related Market Estimates
Table 1 through Table 4 project the green job market for four green sectors: Environmental Conservation, Green Products, Green Services 
and Renewable Energy and the top five industries within each.  The projections are for the U.S. only and do not include global markets or the 
regional market.  The global market is excluded in part because of data limitations, but also because of the green emphasis on local production.  
The regional market is not specifically identified due to data limitations but those industries where the region has the best chance of capturing 
enough market share to create at least 100 jobs are highlighted.
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An examination of job opportunities reveals 
that there are jobs created by industries that 
produce green products and services.  Based 
on the estimated market growth for those green 
products and services, GSP has estimated that 
these industries will add 11,600 jobs by 2015, for 
a total employment of 29,500 in green product 
and service industries.  Some of the jobs created 
in those industries are in occupations that may 
be considered green but some are in traditional 
occupations with no special green focus other 
than working for a firm that provides a green 
product or service.  

There are also jobs in green occupations, such as 
sustainability coordinators that may be employed in 
industries with green products and services or not.  
GSP has estimated that there are approximately 
750 job openings in these “green occupations” 
each year, which would mean 6,000 of these 
workers from 2007 to 2015.  The table below 
demonstrates a set of possible alignments for a 
sample of industries and occupations.
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Workforce Demand and Supply

GSP estimated the demand for green jobs based on the growth in 
markets for green products and services with an assumption that the 
employment per unit of output would remain constant through 2015.  
These estimates resulted in jobs that would be directly attributable 
to the growth in the market for green products and services.  Also 
considered were existing projections of workforce occupations and 
the distribution of occupations across the industries providing green 
products and services.  Occupations that are inherently “green” 
such as a conservation scientist as well as the array of occupations 
within the industries that produce green products and services 
were considered.  The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the 
Pennsylvania Center for Workforce Information and Analysis (CWIA) 
provide data on education requirements by occupations as well as 
the current and forecasted growth in occupations.  These forecasts 
were extended to 2015 and combined with green industry market 
estimates to determine the total demand for different occupations in 
2015.

GSP Consulting also analyzed the current and future supply 
of workers for each occupation.  Data from the Integrated 
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) on degrees and 
certificates was linked to occupations to determine the new supply 
the region will produce for each occupation.  The IPEDS is based on 
degrees and certificates completed per year from SWPA Colleges, 
trade schools, universities. The table below presents the information 
by occupation. Any degree or certificate might align with several 
occupations, but the reverse is also true: that any one of several 
degrees or certificates might be appropriate for a given occupations.  
This has been factored into the estimates included in this report.

These estimates were matched with the demand in 2015 to 
determine the alignment between supply and demand.  Analysis 
focused on net growth in jobs, which provided a more conservative 
estimate of the overall demand than total openings (which includes 
replacement jobs).  

It is important to note that this analysis assumes no out-migration of 
workers. However, an important question to consider is the cost-
effectiveness of priming a specific pipeline enough that the needs 
of the region are met (if migration is taking place). If the levels 
are significant enough, SWPA would inherently be subsidizing the 
recruiting and training costs for the region workers were moving to.  
Research needs to be conducted to determine if any of the industries 
in short supply are such due to outmigration. 

10
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Career Ladder Identification

It is important to distinguish between the training needs for different 
types of occupations and employment. Most jobs require some level 
of training; a strategy that attempted to move people too quickly 
from not participating actively in the workforce to a highly skilled 
job would be doomed to fail. GSP Consulting has identified various 
green occupations as classified by the level of training needed to 
attain the position. GSP has also worked to determine which jobs 
are on the High Priority Jobs list, and cross-referenced those with the 
projected workforce pipeline to determine the greatest needs and 
opportunities.  

Entry Level Jobs
There is a significant demand projected for entry level occupations 
that require only short-term on the job training that should provide 
a rapid pathway to work and first step in the green jobs career 
ladder.  These are the occupations affiliated with the region’s green 
industries.  The estimates for supply and demand include both the 
projected growth due to the green industries, as well as growth in 
non-green industries.  Where the need for employees (demand) 
greatly exceeds the new supply the region is creating, the region 
needs to increase the pool of qualified applicants.  In order to have 
a workforce that is fully prepared, as many of these workers as 
possible should have green credentials.  There are some occupations 
that have similar titles such as sales related positions that can have 
an insufficient supply in one sector but an oversupply in another area.  
These positions may be transitioned more readily between sectors 
and this is something that will need to be performed in a future 
phase of this analysis. 

Job Training Abbreviations
The table that follows also uses specific abbreviation to represent the level of skill 
attainment required for each occupation. The abbreviations include:

Entry Level
Short-term and Moderate-term training (ST OJT, MT OJT)
Basic tasks and skills are learned through a period of on-the-job training (OJT).

Mid Level
Long-term training (LT OJT)
Basic tasks and skills are learned through a period of on-the-job training (OJT).

Work experience in a related occupation (WK EXP) 
Training is gained through hands-on work in a similar occupation.

Associate Degree (AD or AD*)
Degree completed after two years of full-time schooling beyond high school

High Level
Postsecondary vocational award (PS VOC)
Training is gained through a vocational training program.

Bachelor’s Degree plus experience (BD+)
A four-year bachelor’s degree plus experience gained through hands-on experience.

Master’s (MD), Master’s in Nursing (MD (MSN)), Doctoral (PhD) or First Professional 
Degree (PROF)

Training at the college or university level beyond a four-year bachelor’s degree.
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Mid-Level Jobs
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Higher-Level Jobs
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Green Jobs in Southwestern Pennsylvania: A SWOT Analysis

GSP developed the Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) analysis by first breaking out subcategories that impacted the green 
jobs process at varying levels. The six types are Workforce, Training Providers, Higher Education, Support Organizations, Economic Development 
and various Funding Streams. GSP referenced its experience in different types of economic development initiatives that crossed each of the 
subcategories when looking at potential weaknesses and opportunities. GSP also built upon its previous work with the State of Minnesota 
where representatives from all of the relevant sectors were involved in developing a state-wide green jobs action plan. Finally, GSP analyzed 
labor and market data, and interviewed area practitioners for these fields to generate a local perspective that might not otherwise be 
captured by the previous strategies. Engaging in this type of work plan allowed GSP to navigate differences between prior regional or national 
experience, summarized data, and what is actually going on around Southwest PA. The following chart summarizes the current findings related to 
the analysis and stakeholder interviews regarding the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for green jobs in the region. 

Workforce

Strengths & Opportunities

• Industries that make green products and services in SWPA 
could add more than 11,600 green jobs by 2015 for more than 
29,500 green jobs in SWPA.

• The jobs will be created in a variety of different green products 
and services industries with a track record of growth in SWPA 
and the US 

• The region is not dependent on any one industry.  The top ten 
industries will only account for 40% of the employment and the 
top 50 industries will account for 80% of the employment.  The 
largest of these green industries has less than eight percent of 
the region’s employment – the region is very diversified.

• There are also green jobs in “non-green” industries – 
Sustainability Coordinators, etc.:  There will be at least 750 
annual openings in “green occupations” across all industries.

• There is demand for workers that exceeds projected future 
supply at each education level in the career ladder (see tables 
below).

• Great work ethic in the region’s workforce
• Lots of manufacturing experience that can be applied to new 

technologies
• Skilled technical workers
• Interviewees see opportunities in weatherization, retrofits, 

energy production, green product/component manufacturing 
and the Marcellus shale

 

Weaknesses & Threats

• Information problems - See below
• Excess supply will not exist if the region does not retain the new 

graduates (both younger workers and retrained older workers)
• Fear of “the new” – comfortable with maintaining status quo
• A liaison between workforce and employers (perhaps website) 

would be useful to help employers find the right employees – 
currently a lack of connection

• Lack of marketing for traditional jobs – need to be re-branded 
to meet demand
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Training Providers

Strengths & Opportunities

• Union training programs do an excellent job in creating a 
knowledgeable workforce

• Local 95 cited repeatedly as a best practice example with 
regard to training for green jobs/job aspects

• Several smaller, flexible training providers that can adept to 
specific opportunities.  For example, CCI has implemented a 
solar installation training program.  Bidwell has a horticultural 
program.  

• Many of the training programs leverage existing resources. For 
instance, many union certificate programs are operated through 
community colleges.

 

Weaknesses & Threats

• There is little centralized or accessible information on where to 
go for training.  Most of the information is organized by degree 
(certificate, bachelors, etc.) or type of institution (trade school, 
community college, university) that assume you already know 
where to get the training you need.

• Lack of connection between training programs and at-risk 
communities and individuals

• It is often hard to get at-risk individuals qualified to be accepted 
to training (especially union) programs

• Lack of knowledge and dissemination of information as to what 
training programs and resulting opportunities are even out there 
as applied to green jobs

• Concern regarding the training content versus certified training 
requirements and employer needs.  

• There needs to be more engagement with private industry as 
training is developed.

Higher Education

Strengths & Opportunities

• The area universities turn out top notch talent and ideas
• CCAC is doing a good job at beginning to add certificate-

level programs to address specific green jobs needs like solar 
installation 

• Area schools have both research and applied knowledge to 
act as a catalyst for new green job development

 

Weaknesses & Threats

• The universities seem to be working on their own and not 
necessarily in conjunction with other green jobs efforts

• Universities need to be better connected to the business 
community (large and small)

• Brain drain from university graduates

Support Organizations

Strengths & Opportunities

• Several organizations promoting green and sustainability 
• Green Building Alliance cited as a regionally/nationally known 

example in the promotion of green building, green products, 
services and resulting green jobs

• Connectivity to national programs and expertise to help build 
out regional perspective to enacting new programs

 

Weaknesses & Threats

• The groups each seem to want their own piece of the pie
• Groups tend to be very segmented and concentrating on niche 

markets
• Need to have a consistent message, as well as a unified and 

strategic approach

Economic Development

Strengths & Opportunities

• Political elements are starting to align behind the green 
movement

• Growing interest by region’s numerous economic development 
organizations

• The opportunities in the green economy line up with traditional 
areas of industry strength in the region

 

Weaknesses & Threats

• Still need more political support for a unified approach
• Allegheny Conference is expected to be more effective under 

new leadership and take a greater role building bridges and 
bringing leadership on green issues

• Need to make the economic case for energy efficiency and 
sustainability to help drive the market

• The Pittsburgh region generally seems to be slightly behind 
leading regions (with the exception of green building) in 
incorporating new technologies and ideas as a strategy in 
economic development
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Funding Streams

Strengths & Opportunities

• The stimulus package (ARRA) represents a good opportunity, 
especially for worker training

• Tax credits of various kinds were seen as positive, but could use 
greater incentives

• A funding database for various green enterprises would be 
very helpful

• Foundation community has been an aggressive supporter of 
new green ideas in the region

• If the region were to receive an estimated $50 million for 
weatherization it could support 2,600 jobs.

 

Weaknesses & Threats

• Currently lacking funding to connect employers and potential 
employees for internship and other programs

• General lack of knowledge regarding potential streams from 
outside sources

• ARRA funding may be short lived:  how will the capacity that is 
created be supported beyond the stimulus?

• Organizations that could use the funding for green jobs may 
not be prepared to move at the pace desired by the ARRA

• Credit crunch and slow paying government programs make it 
difficult for companies to finance expansion

17
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Higher Education and Training Providers

Southwest Pennsylvania has numerous colleges and universities, in addition to technical and trade schools that can service the training and 
workforce development needs of the region. Leading degree-awarding institutions are the University of Pittsburgh, Carnegie Mellon University, 
Community College of Allegheny County, and the Triangle Tech programs. The range of programs offered is an important aspect of the region’s 
capacity to generate demand through research and entrepreneurism but also supply a trained workforce to meet that demand.

GSP identified the primary green occupations in the U.S.  Based on a crosswalk provided by the national crosswalk center, these occupations 
were matched to the educational degrees generally associated with the occupation.  The table below presents the average annual degrees 
awarded to students in “green occupations.”
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Support Organizations

In terms of regional assets that can contribute to the success of green job initiatives, it is important to create a broad strategy with an 
inclusive list of groups and interests. Simply relying on higher education to create this strategy will ignore those that do not have access to this 
educational pipeline into the workforce. Community groups and others are a key element in reaching all aspects of society, especially those 
from disadvantaged backgrounds or historically disadvantaged communities. The below table is by no means an exclusive or exhaustive list of 
potential collaborators but simply represents a range of organizations that appear to be plugged into the green jobs movement.
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Training Providers

There are 46 formal education and training institutions providing 
some form of training, certification or degree for a green job.  This 
includes universities, community colleges and vocational and technical 
schools.  In addition to those training providers are nonprofits, trade 
unions and community groups that either provide independent 
training, or partner with another training provider for the instructional 
elements.  In many cases, there is very little information available 
about these programs and it is difficult to sort out the unique 
providers from the network of partnerships.  In the following section 
an overview of the types and variety of training related to green 
jobs is provided.  

Training Partnerships
Many trade unions, through their apprenticeships, are hybrid 
education / employment programs.  Some providers often operate 
their training in partnership with an institution, such as a community 
college.  Two examples of these partnerships are profiled below.  

International Union of Operating Engineers LOCAL 95
The International Union of Operating Engineers LOCAL 95 has 
partnered with the Community College of Allegheny County 
(CCAC) to provide both a certificate and an associate’s degree for 
Stationary Operating Engineer.  The associate’s degree can be a 
continuation of the certificate program.

The program provides students with opportunity to acquire the skills 
needed for employment in jobs requiring multiple maintenance 
competencies, including electricity, plumbing, and boilers. These 
competencies will allow the students in this associate’s degree 
program to obtain highly skilled maintenance positions in a variety 
of industries, office buildings, universities, hospitals, school districts, 
municipalities, stadiums, and commercial/industrial facilities.

Upon successful completion of this program, the student will:

• Maintain and repair systems and functions associated with the 
maintenance of facilities.

• Troubleshoot and provide preventative maintenance of facilities.
• Communicate effectively, not only using the terminology 

appropriate to this trade, but the skills acquired in the other 
non-technical course work.

• Provide the leadership and management skills needed for 
position as foreman, manager, and supervisor.

• Upon completion of this program, students may seek 
employment as a stationary operating engineer, a chief 
engineer, a facilities manager, maintenance foreman or as a 
building maintenance supervisor. 

Conservation Consultants, Inc.
Conservation Consultants, Inc. has partnered with the Westmoreland 
County Community College for a solar installer training program.  The 
program can be completed in 40 hours during the week of June 
1 to June 5.  At the conclusion of the course, the student may take 
the Entry Level Certificate of Knowledge North American Board of 
Certified Energy Professionals (NABCEP) exam. The cost of the course 
is $400 and an additional charge of $100 must be paid if you are 
going to take the NABCEP test. There is also an online option for the 
course.  

According to Pennsylvania’s guidelines for receiving a solar grant, 
installation companies must have at least one certified employee.  A 
certified employee meets one of the following criteria:

• Is NABCEP Photo Voltaic (PV)installer certified, or
• Has completed an Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) 

accredited PV training program or a PV manufacturer’s training 
program and successfully installed a minimum of three PV 
systems, or

• If an installer has completed an IREC accredited PV training 
program and met all other program requirements but not 
yet installed three PV systems, they may be accepted on a 
probationary basis to become a solar installer. 

Independent Programs
Bidwell
Bidwell is an independent training provider that is accredited by 
the Commission of Career Schools and Colleges of Technology.  
Bidwell’s 30-week program in horticulture technology prepares 
students entry on the green jobs career ladder.  The program 
provides a strong background in the plant sciences while making 
connections to critical environmental issues. Beyond the subject 
coursework, Bidwell also addresses issues of concern for those new 
to the workforce such as labor market awareness, job readiness, 
communications and professional development. The horticulture 
technology major offers entree to the following career opportunities:
 
• Horticulturist 
• Florist 
• Landscape/Technician/Designer 
• Grower 
• Greenhouse Manager 
• Naturalist 
• Nursery Technician 
• Interior Plant Technician 
• Urban Farmer 
• Plant Propagator 
• Turf Specialist 
• Spray Technician 
• Irrigation Technician 
• Horticultural Therapist Assistant 
• Sales Representative 
• Groundskeeper 
• Urban Forester/Arborist 
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Graduates find work in many types of companies, including:
 
• Wholesale/Retail Floral Businesses 
• Landscape Contractors 
• Tree Services 
• Educational entities 
• Nurseries 
• Garden Centers 
• Property Management Companies 
• Golf Courses 
• Park Systems 
• Design Firms 
• Governmental Agencies 
• Farms 

Internships and Other Programs
Student Conservation Association (SCA)
The Student Conservation Association (SCA) is the nation’s leading 
youth conservation organization and has placed more than 54,000 
volunteers in national parks, historical sites, national seashores and 
fire-prone mesas. The SCA program provides young people with 
practical experience and green collar career advancement through 
hands-on conservation work and training in life skills experiential 
education.  The SCA offers a mixture of conservation internships from 
urban programs in nearly 20 major cities to backcountry crews deep 
in the woods of national parks.

Intermediaries 
Intermediaries play a critical role in the workforce development 
network for green jobs.  These intermediaries provide a critical 
connection to the community and help to identify and screen 
applicants for training and employment opportunities.  In many cases 
they operate their own job readiness and basic training programs, 
or they provide assessment and referral services.  For the job seeker, 
working with these intermediaries is a form of credential and 
validation for employers.  

Hosanna House
Hosanna House is a multi-purpose community center which serves 
over 27,000 people a year. Hosanna House provides a variety of 
services and programs that include: early childhood education, youth 
recreation, tutoring and mentoring, youth and adult technology, 
men’s services, workforce development, health and dental care and 
permanent supportive housing. In the early 1990’s Hosanna House 
was able to purchase the abandoned former Horner Middle School 
which is centrally located in the heart of the community. The Hosanna 
House - Community Center of Western Pennsylvania includes The 
Highmark Education & Learning Center which offers free classes that 
are open to the public for software and technology training to bridge 
the digital divide and take a crucial step towards job readiness.  
The Wilkinsburg Regional Service Center (RSC) is a partnership 

between Hosanna House, the Allegheny County Office of 
Community Service and the Department of Public Welfare. The 
mission of the RSC is to assist individuals to become independent and 
successful by acquiring a solid foundation along with the education 
and skills needed to attain their employment and training goals with 
confidence and hope. The program empowers each customer with 
the tools necessary to gain meaningful employment that will assist 
them in reaching their career goals.  Each customer meets with a 
team of staff members to establish a plan for vocational or training 
opportunities provided their situation allows for that opportunity. The 
customer is then referred to a network of vocational and training sites 
that are contracted out by Allegheny County.

Rosedale Block Cluster
Another example of an intermediary is the Rosedale Block Cluster, 
Inc., (RBC).  RBC’s mission is to improve the image of the community 
by developing, promoting, implementing, and planning programs and 
special events to enhance the community’s attractiveness for residents 
and merchants. It is also organized to assist programs, undertakings, 
studies and other activities in cooperation and coordination with 
local governmental and civic bodies for the elimination of slums, blight 
and blighting influences; to aid, assist and foster family values, and 
community values within and without the Rosedale-Tioga area; and 
to assist in securing adequate housing, community facilities and other 
facilities and services conducive to the progress and general welfare 
of the community.

RBC has partnered with CCAC in the past for GED, basic 
technology training and other preparatory courses for job readiness.  
What sets RBC apart is their program in Landscape Training & 
Development.  Through this program, RBC is both providing training 
and career development opportunities, and it is also accomplishing 
its goal of cleaning and greening lots (and further empowering 
residents) through the development and implementation of a 
landscape maintenance and installation social enterprise. The 
landscape enterprise generate fees for RBC, creates training and 
employment opportunities for community youth and build valuable 
relationships both in and outside of the community.

The Landscape Training & Development Program provides the youth 
with skills that are adaptable and transferable to other employment 
opportunities- skills such as planning, scheduling, measuring, mowing, 
edging, pruning, soil amendment, plant and irrigation installation, 
small motor repair, and - most importantly - team work.  RBC 
operates the landscape training and development program out of 
their second facility, RBC TOO which is located just a half a block 
away from the Center. The program has moved gradually from a 
modest lot cleanup summer youth project to gardening, landscape 
maintenance, lawn and garden services, mass plant and irrigation 
installation services. 
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Funding Streams

The following table summarizes funding that is expected to be received by the region related to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Energy Independence Act.  

Low Income Heating Emergency Assistance Program (LIHEAP) represents existing funds that currently support the weatherization of about 4,300 
homes per year.  It provides crisis support to more than 136,000 households and heating assistance to 370,000 households. The $180 million 
currently spent on LIHEAP would weatherize nearly 30,000 households.  At that pace it would take 20 years to weatherize the lower estimate 
of eligible households in PA.  It would take $820 million to weatherize the 136,000 receiving crisis help; $2.3 billion for the households receiving 
heating assistance; and $3.5 billion to weatherize the low estimate of LIHEAP eligible households.  By simply re-programming some of this money, 
the continuing subsidy is reduced and economic growth and jobs promoted.

 

Additionally, the region will benefit from Green Jobs training funding coming from the federal Department of Labor through various state 
mechanisms.  It is estimated that the state will receive over $250 million in weatherization funding of which it is likely that more than $25 to $50 
million will come to the region.  According to some estimates, every $1 million of weatherization funding supports 52 jobs which translates into 
1,300 to 2,600 jobs for the Pittsburgh region.
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Benchmark States and Policies

GSP is researching green jobs-related activities in the following 
states, listed with their reason for selection:

Colorado:  Progressive Policies
Illinois:   Progressive Policies, Manufacturing Base
Michigan:   Manufacturing Base
Minnesota: Progressive Policies, Manufacturing Base
Ohio:   Manufacturing Base
Washington: Progressive Policies, Manufacturing Base

Unfortunately, programs specifically related to green jobs are still in 
their infantile stages. Best practices are hard to determine because 
it often takes several years to flesh out the program’s level of 
success, especially when it concerns developing and implementing 
a workforce and jobs pipeline. Furthermore, the economic downturn 
has not only created a much larger than average pool of available 
labor (due to unemployment and people choosing to seek to 
return to the workforce), but the lack of access to capital has stalled 
business expansion. Finally, as consumers seek to be more fiscally 
frugal, they are less likely to make large purchases that require long 
term payback. This may decrease market demand for larger scale 
energy efficient versions of products like HVAC systems and hot 
water heaters. 

Nonetheless, there are several different programs currently taking 
place in the benchmark states that could offer some innovative 
ideas. Most current programs targeting green jobs have to do 
with renewable energy or energy efficiency and typically benefit 
the business community in the hopes of driving market adoption. 
Programs aimed at helping consumers drive demand are found to a 
much lesser extent and job training/promotion programs even lesser 
still. For the benchmark states, programs dealing with the latter were 
searched for and examined.

What Pittsburgh Can Learn from the Benchmark Programs
Identified below are some of the programs that illustrate the 
challenges faced in the Pittsburgh region.  More details are provided 
in the benchmark section that follows.

• Seattle Vocational Institute Pre-Apprenticeship Construction 
Training (SVI PACT) could fill some gaps in Pittsburgh for 
workforce-community intermediaries to provide a pre-
apprenticeship training program focusing on low-income 
minorities and women.  An often overlooked step in the training 
process, pre-apprenticeship training addresses the skills gaps 
that prevent acceptance into construction trade apprenticeships

• Washington’s Climate Change Framework/Green-Collar Jobs 
Act ‘08 (aka HB 2815) demonstrates how regulation can 
drive the market.  HB 2815 requires quantifiable reductions in 
greenhouse gas pollution- specifically transit.  The goal is an 
18% reduction in vehicle miles traveled by 2020.   

• Minnesota’s new “Green JOBZ” program links the goals of 
energy efficiency and job creation, and could serve as a good 
statewide benchmark for Pennsylvania.  Green JOBZ seeks to 
direct investments in projects that further the state’s renewable 
energy goals and grow jobs.  The Businesses qualifying for 
Green JOBZ must support Minnesota’s 25 percent by 2025 
(25 x ’25) renewable energy standard by improving energy 
efficiency and conservation, and by reducing emissions, 
pollution and greenhouse gases. 

• A good example of a collaborative model that encompasses 
training, employers and intermediaries that could guide 
Pittsburgh’s effort is The Chicagoland Green Collar Jobs 
Initiative.  This multi-organizational collaborative integrates 
green business growth, innovative workforce development and 
emerging environmental practices and policies into a vibrant 
regional economy. It represents an organization that has likely 
already overcome several hurdles that the SW PA region is 
currently engaging.  http://www.greencollarchicago.org/

• Greencorps Chicago has a 15 year track record of success 
in linking people leaving the prison system, as well as others 
with strong barriers to employment, with job opportunities. 
Greencorps Chicago is a community landscaping and job 
training program whose mission is to improve the quality of 
life throughout Chicago by providing horticultural instruction, 
materials and employment.  By providing a stable source 
of income in its four days-a-week training program, and a 
creditable background in high-demand skills, Greencorps 
has helped roughly 80% of its graduates move on to steady 
employment in the industry of their training.

• The Colorado Office of Economic Development offers an 
example of how to link existing programs and incentives with 
a green jobs focus to advance critical policy goals.  The Job 
Creation Performance Incentive Fund (PIF) and the Enhanced 
Incentive Program (EIP) provide performance-based incentives 
to qualifying companies that have created net new jobs paying 
above average wages. The program is designed to support 
and encourage new business development, business expansions 
and relocations that have generated new jobs throughout the 
state.  This program rewards the quality of the jobs created, not 
just the quantity.
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Colorado
• The Green Jobs Working Group (GJWG) is a partnership of New Energy Economy stakeholders who represent state government, industry, 

education, and workforce development interests. Its mission is to provide support to the development of green jobs through continued 
research, collaboration and communication.

Since its inception in January 2008, the GJWG has been a leader in promoting green energy jobs in Colorado through a number 
of initiatives. First, the GJWG commissioned and closely managed the green jobs study, “Defining, Estimating, and Forecasting the 
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Industries in the U.S. and in Colorado,” that was conducted by the American Solar Energy 
Society. Second, it took a comprehensive inventory of green energy education and training opportunities in Colorado to assess the 
state’s capacity to educate and train a green energy workforce. Third, partnering with the Environmental Defense Fund, the GJWG 
is currently producing a Colorado Green Jobs Guidebook that details the occupational profiles of jobs in renewable energy and 
energy efficiency sectors.

• The Clean Energy Fund Solar Innovation Grant (SIG) will support innovative programs that can demonstrate a strategy and implementation 
plan for breaking down financial, educational, political, and technical barriers to greater penetration of solar electric and solar thermal 
technologies in the residential and commercial sectors.

• The Colorado Office of Economic Development offers a number of incentives that are available to green businesses:

The Job Creation Performance Incentive Fund (PIF) provides a performance-based incentive payment to qualifying companies that 
have created net new jobs paying above average wages. The program is designed to support and encourage new business 
development, business expansions and relocations that have generated new jobs throughout the state.

The Enhanced Incentive Program (EIP) provides an additional performance-based incentive payment to companies that have 
qualified under the Job Creation Performance Incentive Fund and have created new jobs paying average wages that are even 
higher than required under the PIF program. The program is designed to support highly desirable and high-impact job creation 
opportunities.

The Manufacturing Revenue Bond Program provides favorable tax-exempt Private Activity Bond financing targeted to small 
manufacturers in Colorado. The program provides for the financing of real estate, machinery, and equipment associated with 
expansion projects specific to manufacturers. Borrowers must meet all eligibility thresholds and federal tax code requirements, and 
often must compete for available volume, which is capped statewide under federal rules

llinois
• Greencorps Chicago is a community landscaping and job training program whose mission is to improve the quality of life throughout 

Chicago by providing horticultural instruction, materials and employment 1

In over 15 years of operations, Greencorps Chicago has succeeded especially in involving people leaving the prison system and 
others with strong barriers to employment. By providing a stable source of income in its four days-a-week training program, and a 
creditable background in high-demand skills, Greencorps has helped roughly 80% of its graduates move on to steady employment in 
the industry of their training.

Each spring, Greencorps Chicago hires approximately 50 people into its nine-month green industry job training program

The program has found its consistent $2.5 million annual funding by serving as a labor force for the city and by pursuing grants from 
multiple city departments and the state

• Growing Home 2

Using the context of an organic agriculture venture, Growing Home’s mission is to foster life- and job-skill training in a transitional 
employment program for previously incarcerated, homeless and low-income Chicagoans

1 http://egov.cityofchicago.org/city/webportal/portalDeptCategoryAction.do?deptCategoryOID=536890255&contentType=COC_EDITORIAL&topChannelName=Dept&entityName=Environment&deptMain
CategoryOID=-536887205

2 http://www.growinghomeinc.org/ 
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• Wilbur Wright College (one of the City Colleges of Chicago) developed, accredited, and, in the fall of 2006, began offering a six-course, 
21-credit hour Occupational Certificate in Building Energy Technologies (BET). 3

During curriculum development, learning objectives and topics were suggested by a focus group of professionals in the sustainable 
construction sectors (architects, energy engineers, organized labor, construction contractors, etc.) The intent was to address labor 
market needs identified within the booming green building field in the Chicagoland area.

• The Chicagoland Green Collar Jobs Initiative is a multi-organizational collaborative working to facilitate the development of a skilled 
workforce that is ready to meet the demands of the emerging green economy and to capture new employment opportunities for 
Chicagoland workers. 4

The overall goal of the Initiative is to promote and develop a green collar workforce system that integrates green business growth, 
innovative workforce development, and emerging environmental practices and policies into a vibrant regional economy

• Special Assessment for Solar Energy Systems – Illinois offers a special assessment of solar energy systems for property-tax purposes. For 
property owners who register with a chief county assessment officer, solar energy equipment is valued at no more than a conventional 
energy system. Eligible equipment includes both active and passive solar-energy systems

• Cultivate Green Program - Illinois Treasurer’s Office program which enables businesses, npo’s, and local governments to secure below 
market interest rate loans for the purchase and/or installation of renewable energy equipment.  Loan amounts can range between $10,000 
and $10 million.  Renewable energy equipment includes solar panels, solar thermal energy systems, small wind systems, or any system 
approved by the Treasurer’s Office that will result in a net energy efficiency improvement

Michigan
• No Worker Left Behind (NWLB) - Governor Granholm’s vision for accelerating the transition of thousands of workers into good-paying jobs 

by providing up to two years worth of free tuition at any community college, university, or other approved training provider to gain the skills 
and credentials for new careers in high-demand occupations, emerging industries, or to start a business. The program will expand on job 
training and education services currently available to job seekers through Michigan Works! Service Centers. 5

Special focus on green jobs

NWLB is holding a state green jobs conference, has developed a web site with FAQs regarding green jobs, and has a search 
engine for training programs within the state related to green jobs.

Minnesota
• Minnesota Green Jobs Task Force – collaborative organization chartered by the State Legislature to define green jobs for the state, 

develop a market assessment of the capacity and opportunity for green jobs and make policy recommendations on best ways to promote 
the most promising  sectors

Stakeholders were comprised  of representatives from the government, labor, business, education, workforce development and 
community group sectors

The report was completed in February 2009 and policy recommendations are already being utilized 

• Governor Pawlenty’s Green Jobs Initiative – The proposal has several provisions including:

Creation of a new “Green JOBZ” program aimed at attracting investments in projects that further the state’s renewable energy 
goals and grow jobs.

3 http://wright.ccc.edu/department/etp/build.asp
4 http://www.greencollarchicago.org/
5 http://www.michigan.gov/nwlb/0,1607,7-242-49026---,00.html
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Businesses qualifying for Green JOBZ will be those that support Minnesota’s 25 percent by 2025 (25 x ’25) renewable 
energy standard by improving energy efficiency and conservation, and by reducing emissions, pollution and greenhouse 
gases. This may include:

Renewable energy creation from a variety of sources

Increased transportation fuel-source alternatives

Production of green building components

Manufacturing of products, services or research that support renewable industries such as wind turbine 
components, plug-in electric vehicles and the like

Qualifying projects would receive the same package of tax exemptions available to companies in the state’s 
JOBZ program

A new Job Growth Investment Tax Credit, 50 percent of which will be targeted to green job projects that will promote the state’s 
renewable energy goals ($20 million)

Ohio
• Ohio Department of Development (ODOD) established technology-based economic development programs, including the Third Frontier 

Project and Edison Centers, the ODOD provides a number of resources and services for the biomedical, fuel cell and other targeted 
technology-based industries.  Ohio is focusing on alternative and renewable energy technologies such as wind, solar, biofuels, energy 
storage and fuel cell technologies as well as ways to make coal cleaner which could impact Pennsylvania with its substantial coal reserves 
and research activity.  

Ohio’s initiatives around green jobs are more focused on business and R&D incentives, especially targeting renewable and 
alternative sources of energy. There does not appear to be great linkages with the workforce development system.

Washington
• Seattle Vocational Institute Pre-Apprenticeship Construction Training (SVI PACT) 6

Pre-apprenticeship training program focusing on low-income minorities and women.  An often overlooked step in the training process, 
pre-apprenticeship training addresses the skills gaps that prevent acceptance into construction trade apprenticeships

The PACT model has been extremely successful.  Ninety percent of students graduate.  Ninety percent of those  graduates enter 
trade apprenticeships and the retention rate for PACT trained apprentices is 10% higher than the national average

Topics include construction terminology, industrial safety and trades math. Students also learn forklift operation and road flagging. 
Emphasis is on learning skills and adopting positive attitudes that lead to becoming a productive member of any work-site team 
or organization. Subjects and activities that focus on building habits for success include personal learning styles, time management, 
understanding non-verbal communication, initiative taking, group-team communication, line/staff/team organization, etc.

• The Climate Change Framework/Green-Collar Jobs Act ‘08 (aka HB 2815) requires quantifiable reductions in greenhouse gas pollution- 
specifically transit.  The goal is an 18% reduction in vehicle miles traveled by 2020.   HB 2815 includes:

Creation of Green Industry Skill Panels (GISP’s).

Identifies green areas of investment and aligns public/private funding to meet needs.

Creation of a Green Collar Jobs Training Fund.

2009 funding disbursement is being administered by State Board for Community and Technical Colleges

6 http://sviweb.sccd.ctc.edu/p_mta_mta.htm
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Awards competitive grants to training providers identified by GISP’s as experts in implementing effective green education. In order to 
implement the Climate Change Framework/Green-Collar Jobs Act ‘08 (HB 2815), the Employment Security Department (ESD) and 
Washington State University will conduct a survey of employers to establish a baseline and projections for green economy jobs. The 
report will also identify “high demand” jobs.  This report should be completed shortly.

The Workforce Training Education and Coordinating Board will use the ESD labor market report to plan recruitment and 
training strategies for specific green industries and small businesses.  

The State Board of Community and Technical Colleges will also build on the ESD labor market report. They will create a 
Green Industries Job Training Account in the State Treasury, and will distribute grants for: 

curriculum development; 

retraining dislocated workers for high-wage green industry jobs; 

workforce education for target populations; and

adult basic/remedial education tied to occupational skills training. 

They will also identify job-specific training programs offered by qualified post-secondary institutions leading to credentials or 
degrees in high demand occupations

• Bonneville Environmental Foundation’s Solar 4R Schools: A private grant program financing 100% of costs for 1.1 kW systems and up to 
33% of costs for other renewable energy systems.  The Bonneville Environmental Foundation’s (BEF) Solar 4R Schools program began in 
2002. The program seeks to install small-scale solar systems at schools interested in increasing the visibility of renewable energy. Successful 
projects will include outreach and educational components to encourage adoption and use of photovoltaics.

Pennsylvania Current Opportunities
Currently, there are organized green jobs efforts in both Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. However, in terms of statewide assistance, there are two 
major elements that could assist the movements.

ARRA – Green Jobs Training
• $259 million to PA for the Weatherization Assistance Program – up to 20% can be used for training and technical assistance  
• $41.1 million to PA for Department of Labor’s Youth State Grants
• $34.4 million to PA for Dislocated Workers State Grants, particularly for grants that support immediate strategies for regions and 

communities to meet their need for skilled workers, as well as longer-term plans to build targeted industry clusters with better training and a 
more productive workforce

• $16.7 million to PA for Department of Labor’s Adult State Grants
• $15.4 million to PA for State Employment Service Grants to match unemployed individuals to job openings through state employment service 

agencies and allow Pennsylvania to provide customized reemployment services

National
• $1.2 billion for Workforce Investment Act (WIA) available to states for youth skill training programs
• $500 million will be available in the form of competitive grants to specifically target job training for energy efficiency and renewable energy 

related industries
• $50 million in competitive grants for YouthBuild programs to provide disadvantaged youth with the education and employment skills 

necessary to achieve economic self sufficiency in occupations in high demand and postsecondary education and training opportunities
• Up to $37.5 million for JobCorps centers for training in careers in energy efficiency, renewable energy and environmental protection
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State Legislation
The second major component that could be useful to Pennsylvania green jobs efforts is a bill currently in the Pennsylvania General Assembly 
which would assist green jobs training efforts. SB 21, the Green Worker Training Act, would provide up to $5 million/yr for grants to help train 
workers in occupations related to energy efficiency and renewable energy. This bill, which was sponsored by Senator Kitchen and cosponsored 
by Senator Ferlo, is currently in the Committee on Labor and Industry. 

Passage of such a bill would not only provide targeted dollars but would also help to put green jobs - and green jobs training issues – at  the 
forefront of the Pennsylvania political system. 

Job Search Demand
GSP is working with the Three Rivers Workforce Investment Board to determine green job postings for the region. It is even more difficult to 
ascertain the number of searches being conducted in the region to find a job that can be classified as green.  A recent search of www.indeed.
com using the keyword “sustainable” revealed 95 openings within 25 miles of Pittsburgh, and 180 openings within 50 miles. The word search 
utilized not only the job title, but also descriptive elements referring to the job and the employer.
Another aspect is the request for visas and the use of seasonal labor. The landscape industry is especially sensitive to the supply of foreign 
labor. For various reasons landscapers cannot often find enough local workers and must resort to the use of H2B visas. GSP is working to identify 
the number of visa requests being made for this industry as it may increase the demand figures that were projected earlier in the report. 

Conclusion

This study has thus far been able to identify various stakeholders, as well as strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats related to 
green jobs for the SWPA region. Using both qualitative and quantitative research techniques, this study has identified gaps and posed 
recommendations to address these deficiencies. A unique accomplishment was the cross referencing of labor demand projections with the State’s 
High Priority Occupation listing.

Of most significant note is the number of organizations and individuals currently seeking to best position their organization or community for 
green jobs.  While on one hand it is encouraging to see so many different groups working toward a common purpose, there must be better 
alignment between their activities. Without such alignment, the region will be competing with itself for the resources needed to grow green jobs.  

Ultimately, information gathered for this report from individuals and organizations needs to be broadened to include a wider sample, especially 
with a focus on industry and training providers. Specific occupation and industry pipeline needs to be developed in greater detail. Finally, 
community groups need to be engaged on how they can partner with other supporting organizations and employers to develop their local 
workforce to take advantage of future green jobs opportunities.  
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Appendix 1 : Green Industries by NAICS

Energy Efficiency and Conservation
11421  Nursery and tree production
22131  Water supply and irrigation systems
22133  Steam and air-conditioning supply
54136  Geophysical surveying and mapping services
54137  Other surveying and mapping services
54162  Environmental consulting services
71213  Zoos and botanical gardens
71219  Nature parks and other similar institutions
813312  Environment and conservation organizations
92312  Administration of public health programs
92411  Air, water, and waste program administration
92412  Administration of conservation programs
92614  Agricultural market and commodity regulation

Green Products
311119  Other animal food manufacturing
313111  Yarn spinning mills
313113  Thread mills
31321  Broadwoven fabric mills
313221  Narrow fabric mills
314121  Curtain and drapery mills
314999  All other miscellaneous textile product mills
321113  Sawmills
321114  Wood preservation
3212  Plywood and engineered wood product mfg.
32191  Millwork
321991  Manufactured home, mobile home, manufacturing
321992  Prefabricated wood building manufacturing
321999  Miscellaneous wood product manufacturing
3222  Converted paper product manufacturing
324121  Asphalt paving mixture and block mfg.
324122  Asphalt shingle and coating materials mfg.
32551  Paint and coating manufacturing
325611  Soap and other detergent manufacturing
325612  Polish and other sanitation good mfg.
32562  Toilet preparation manufacturing
325998  Other miscellaneous chemical product mfg.
326113  Nonpackaging plastics film and sheet mfg.
326121  Unlaminated plastics profile shape mfg.
326122  Plastics pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing
32614  Polystyrene foam product manufacturing
32615  Urethane and other foam product manufacturing
326191  Plastics plumbing fixture manufacturing
326192  Resilient floor covering manufacturing
326199  All other plastics product manufacturing
32622  Rubber and plastics hose and belting mfg.
327121  Brick and structural clay tile manufacturing
327123  Other structural clay product manufacturing
327124  Clay refractory manufacturing
327125  Nonclay refractory manufacturing
3272  Glass and glass product manufacturing
3273  Cement and concrete product manufacturing
32742  Gypsum product manufacturing
32791  Abrasive product manufacturing
327991  Cut stone and stone product manufacturing

327992  Ground or treated minerals and earths mfg.
327993  Mineral wool manufacturing
327999  Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral products
3311  Iron and steel mills and ferroalloy mfg.
3312  Steel product mfg. from purchased steel
3313  Alumina and aluminum production
3314  Other nonferrous metal production
3315  Foundries
33251  Hardware manufacturing
332618  Other fabricated wire product manufacturing
332721  Precision turned product manufacturing
332722  Bolt, nut, screw, rivet, and washer mfg.
332813  Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal
333111  Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing
333112  Lawn and garden equipment manufacturing
33312  Construction machinery manufacturing
333131  Mining machinery and equipment manufacturing
333132  Oil and gas field machinery and equipment
33321  Sawmill and woodworking machinery
33322  Plastics and rubber industry machinery
333292  Textile machinery manufacturing
333294  Food product machinery manufacturing
333295  Semiconductor machinery manufacturing
333298  All other industrial machinery manufacturing
333319  Other commercial and service machinery mfg.
3334  HVAC and commercial refrigeration equipment
3335  Metalworking machinery manufacturing
3336  Turbine and power transmission equipment mfg.
33391  Pump and compressor manufacturing
33392  Material handling equipment manufacturing
333995  Fluid power cylinder and actuator mfg.
333996  Fluid power pump and motor manufacturing
333999  Miscellaneous general purpose machinery mfg.
334413  Semiconductors and related device mfg.
334512  Automatic environmental control manufacturing
334513  Industrial process variable instruments
334514  Totalizing fluid meters and counting devices
334515  Electricity and signal testing instruments
334519  Other measuring and controlling device mfg.
3351  Electric lighting equipment manufacturing
3352  Household appliance manufacturing
33592  Communication and energy wire and cable mfg.
3361  Motor vehicle manufacturing
3362  Motor vehicle body and trailer manufacturing
3363  Motor vehicle parts manufacturing
336412  Aircraft engine and engine parts mfg.
33711  Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop mfg.
337121  Upholstered household furniture manufacturing
337122  Nonupholstered wood household furniture mfg.
337124  Metal household furniture manufacturing
337125  Household furniture, exc. wood or metal, mfg.
337127  Institutional furniture manufacturing
337211  Wood office furniture manufacturing
337212  Custom architectural woodwork and millwork
337214  Office furniture, except wood, manufacturing
337215  Showcases, partitions, shelving, and lockers
33791  Mattress manufacturing
33792  Blind and shade manufacturing
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Green Services
1151  Support activities for crop production
11531  Support activities for forestry
23711  Water and sewer system construction
23713  Power and communication system construction
23799  Other heavy construction
23811  Poured concrete structure contractors
23813  Framing contractors
23814  Masonry contractors
23815  Glass and glazing contractors
23816  Roofing contractors
23817  Siding contractors
23821  Electrical contractors
23822  Plumbing and HVAC contractors
23829  Other building equipment contractors
23832  Painting and wall covering contractors
23833  Flooring contractors
23835  Finish carpentry contractors
23839  Other building finishing contractors
23891  Site preparation contractors
23899  All other specialty trade contractors
42322  Home furnishing merchant wholesalers
42331  Lumber and wood merchant wholesalers
42332  Masonry material merchant wholesalers
42333  Roofing and siding merchant wholesalers
42339  Other const. material merchant wholesalers
42381  Construction equipment merchant wholesalers
42382  Farm and garden equip. merchant wholesalers
42383  Industrial machinery merchant wholesalers
42385  Service estab. equip. merchant wholesalers
42393  Recyclable material merchant wholesalers
42399  All other durable goods merchant wholesalers
42451  Grain and field bean merchant wholesalers
42469  Other chemicals merchant wholesalers
42491  Farm supplies merchant wholesalers
442291  Window treatment stores
443111  Household appliance stores
44419  Other building material dealers
4841  General freight trucking
48422  Other specialized trucking, local
48423  Other specialized trucking, long-distance
48849  Other support activities for road transport.
532412  Other heavy machinery rental and leasing
53249  Other machinery rental and leasing
54131  Architectural services
54133  Engineering services
54138  Testing laboratories
54142  Industrial design services
541614  Process and logistics consulting services
54169  Other technical consulting services
54171  Physical, engineering and biological research
54189  Other services related to advertising
54199  All other professional and technical services
56172  Janitorial services
56173  Landscaping services
56174  Carpet and upholstery cleaning services
56179  Other services to buildings and dwellings
562111  Solid waste collection

56291  Remediation services
56292  Materials recovery facilities
562991  Septic tank and related services
562998  Miscellaneous waste management services
611513  Apprenticeship training
81131  Commercial machinery repair and maintenance
811412  Appliance repair and maintenance
92216  Fire protection
92611  Administration of general economic programs

Renewable Energy
1111  Oilseed and grain farming
111419  Other food crops grown under cover
113  Forestry and logging
221111  Hydroelectric power generation
221113  Nuclear electric power generation
221119  Other electric power generation
3112  Grain and oilseed milling
31212  Breweries
32511  Petrochemical manufacturing
32512  Industrial gas manufacturing
325193  Ethyl alcohol manufacturing
3252  Resin, rubber, and artificial fibers mfg.
325991  Custom compounding of purchased resins
33211  Forging and stamping
3323  Architectural and structural metals mfg.
3324  Boiler, tank, and shipping container mfg.
3329  Other fabricated metal product manufacturing
3353  Electrical equipment manufacturing
33591  Battery manufacturing
33593  Wiring device manufacturing
33599  Other electrical equipment and component mfg.
336612  Boat building
42361  Elec. equip. and wiring merchant wholesalers
42369  Other electronic parts merchant wholesalers
4237  Hardware and plumbing merchant wholesalers
42461  Plastics materials merchant wholesalers
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Appendix 2 : Green Occupations by SOC

Occupations with Direct Green Impact
19-4011 Agricultural and Food Science Technicians
17-2021 Agricultural Engineers
45-2091 Agricultural Equipment Operators
45-2011 Agricultural Inspectors
45-2099 Agricultural Workers, All Other
45-2021 Animal Breeders
19-2021 Atmospheric and Space Scientists
17-1021 Cartographers and Photogrammetrists
17-3022 Civil Engineering Technicians
17-2051 Civil Engineers
19-1031 Conservation Scientists
49-2094 Electrical and Electronics Repairers, Commercial and Industrial Equipment
49-2095 Electrical and Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and Relay
17-3025 Environmental Engineering Technicians
17-2081 Environmental Engineers
19-4091 Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including Health
19-2041 Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health
11-9012 Farmers and Ranchers
45-2092 Farmworkers and Laborers, Crop, Nursery, and Greenhouse
45-2093 Farmworkers, Farm and Ranch Animals
19-1012 Food Scientists and Technologists
19-1032 Foresters
19-4041 Geological and Petroleum Technicians
19-2042 Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and Geographers
45-2041 Graders and Sorters, Agricultural Products
49-9021 Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers
19-2043 Hydrologists
49-9041 Industrial Machinery Mechanics
17-1012 Landscape Architects
37-3011 Landscaping and Groundskeeping Workers
19-2032 Materials Scientists
17-2151 Mining and Geological Engineers, Including Mining Safety Engineers
11-9121 Natural Sciences Managers
37-2021 Pest Control Workers
37-3012 Pesticide Handlers, Sprayers, and Applicators, Vegetation
19-2099 Physical Scientists, All Other
53-7081 Refuse and Recyclable Material Collectors
19-1013 Soil and Plant Scientists
17-3031 Surveying and Mapping Technicians
17-1022 Surveyors
37-3013 Tree Trimmers and Pruners
19-3051 Urban and Regional Planners

Occupations with Indirect Green Impact
17-1011 Architects, Except Landscape and Naval
17-3011 Architectural and Civil Drafters
49-2091 Avionics Technicians
19-1021 Biochemists and Biophysicists
19-1029 Biological Scientists, All Other
47-2011 Boilermakers
47-2021 Brickmasons and Blockmasons
37-2019 Building Cleaning Workers, All Other
47-2031 Carpenters
47-2041 Carpet Installers
47-2051 Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers
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17-2041 Chemical Engineers
51-9011 Chemical Equipment Operators and Tenders
51-8091 Chemical Plant and System Operators
19-4031 Chemical Technicians
19-2031 Chemists
53-7061 Cleaners of Vehicles and Equipment
51-9192 Cleaning, Washing, and Metal Pickling Equipment Operators and Tenders
27-1021 Commercial and Industrial Designers
47-4011 Construction and Building Inspectors
47-4099 Construction and Related Workers, All Other
47-2061 Construction Laborers
11-9021 Construction Managers
47-5041 Continuous Mining Machine Operators
51-9021 Crushing, Grinding, and Polishing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders
51-9031 Cutters and Trimmers, Hand
51-9032 Cutting and Slicing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders
47-5011 Derrick Operators, Oil and Gas
53-7031 Dredge Operators
47-2081 Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers
47-5021 Earth Drillers, Except Oil and Gas
49-2092 Electric Motor, Power Tool, and Related Repairers
49-2093 Electrical and Electronics Installers and Repairers, Transportation Equipment
47-2111 Electricians
17-3024 Electro-Mechanical Technicians
47-4021 Elevator Installers and Repairers
11-9041 Engineering Managers
53-7032 Excavating and Loading Machine and Dragline Operators
47-5031 Explosives Workers, Ordnance Handling Experts, and Blasters
47-5099 Extraction Workers, All Other
51-9041 Extruding, Forming, Pressing, and Compacting Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders
45-4021 Fallers
47-4031 Fence Erectors
47-1011 First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers
37-1011 First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and Janitorial Workers
37-1012 First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and Groundskeeping Workers
49-1011 First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Mechanics, Installers, and Repairers
47-2042 Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles
47-2043 Floor Sanders and Finishers
51-9051 Furnace, Kiln, Oven, Drier, and Kettle Operators and Tenders
53-7071 Gas Compressor and Gas Pumping Station Operators
51-8092 Gas Plant Operators
47-2121 Glaziers
51-9022 Grinding and Polishing Workers, Hand
47-4041 Hazardous Materials Removal Workers
47-3019 Helpers, Construction Trades, All Other
47-3011 Helpers--Brickmasons, Blockmasons, Stonemasons, and Tile and Marble Setters
47-3012 Helpers--Carpenters
47-3013 Helpers--Electricians
47-5081 Helpers--Extraction Workers
47-3014 Helpers--Painters, Paperhangers, Plasterers, and Stucco Masons
47-3015 Helpers--Pipelayers, Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters
47-3016 Helpers--Roofers
47-4051 Highway Maintenance Workers
49-9031 Home Appliance Repairers
17-3026 Industrial Engineering Technicians
17-2112 Industrial Engineers
11-3051 Industrial Production Managers
53-7051 Industrial Truck and Tractor Operators
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51-9061 Inspectors, Testers, Sorters, Samplers, and Weighers
47-2131 Insulation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall
47-2132 Insulation Workers, Mechanical
37-2011 Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners
53-7033 Loading Machine Operators, Underground Mining
45-4023 Log Graders and Scalers
45-4022 Logging Equipment Operators
13-1081 Logisticians
53-7063 Machine Feeders and Offbearers
37-2012 Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners
49-9042 Maintenance and Repair Workers, General
49-9043 Maintenance Workers, Machinery
49-9095 Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Installers
17-2131 Materials Engineers
47-5042 Mine Cutting and Channeling Machine Operators
47-5049 Mining Machine Operators, All Other
51-9023 Mixing and Blending Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders
17-2161 Nuclear Engineers
47-2073 Operating Engineers and Other Construction Equipment Operators
15-2031 Operations Research Analysts
53-7064 Packers and Packagers, Hand
47-2141 Painters, Construction and Maintenance
47-2142 Paperhangers
47-2071 Paving, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators
17-2171 Petroleum Engineers
51-8093 Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery Operators, and Gaugers
19-2012 Physicists
47-2072 Pile-Driver Operators
47-2151 Pipelayers
51-8099 Plant and System Operators, All Other
47-2161 Plasterers and Stucco Masons
47-2152 Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters
51-8012 Power Distributors and Dispatchers
51-8013 Power Plant Operators
11-9141 Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers
53-7072 Pump Operators, Except Wellhead Pumpers
47-4061 Rail-Track Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators
47-2171 Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers
47-5051 Rock Splitters, Quarry
47-5061 Roof Bolters, Mining
47-2181 Roofers
47-5012 Rotary Drill Operators, Oil and Gas
47-5071 Roustabouts, Oil and Gas
51-9012 Separating, Filtering, Clarifying, Precipitating, and Still Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders
47-4071 Septic Tank Servicers and Sewer Pipe Cleaners
47-5013 Service Unit Operators, Oil, Gas, and Mining
47-2211 Sheet Metal Workers
51-8021 Stationary Engineers and Boiler Operators
47-2022 Stonemasons
47-2221 Structural Iron and Steel Workers
47-2082 Tapers
47-2053 Terrazzo Workers and Finishers
47-2044 Tile and Marble Setters
11-3071 Transportation, Storage, and Distribution Managers
51-8031 Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and System Operators
53-7073 Wellhead Pumpers
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Not on the High Priority List
The following occupations that lack labor 
supply are not on the region’s High Priority 
Occupation (HPO) list, which is required in 
order to be eligible for federal job training 
funds.   This report offers that the Three 
Rivers Workforce Investment Board may 
wish to petition the state for inclusion of 
these occupations on the HPO list.

Already on the High Priority List
These occupations have been identified 
as high priority occupations and are 
also occupations that are expected to 
grow based on the demand for green 
products and services.  In most cases, 
there will not be enough workers to fill 
the demand for employment by 2015.  As 
these occupations are already on the High 
Priority Occupation (HPO) list, regional 
training providers should mobilize to fill the 
identified gaps.
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Appendix 3 : GreenShare Methodology

GSP Consulting has developed a methodology for assessing the number of jobs and market share for a particular industry sector.  This 
‘GreenShare’ looks at the current amount of the market that is green and develops a percentage formula to evaluate the number of green 
jobs within that particular sector.   For instance, if 20% of produced windows are energy efficient, than we would calculate that 20% of the 
window manufacturing jobs are “green.” In other words, as opposed to some national reports, not every job within a sector is counted if only 
one job can be considered green. This method will therefore yield more conservative, though likely more accurate results than many other 
reports seeking to estimate the number of green jobs and the economic impact. 

Few of the federal industry classifications known as NAICS codes align with green industries with the exception of industries such as 
Hydroelectric Power Generation or horticulture where it was assumed all of the employment and output was green. For the other industries, 
GSP employed several strategies to determine the GreenShare of the industry.  In some cases, GSP found estimates in published articles or 
reports that identified the green share of a larger segment, such as McGraw Hill’s estimates for Green Building Products.  

In other cases, GSP had estimates of the sales of biofuels that were applied to sales of all liquid fuels to estimate the market share.  In still other 
cases, GSP used industry input-output data to determine how much fabricated metal goes to green industries and used those values.  

In a few other cases, when no data on which to base estimates was available, market shares of 50 percent to 75 percent were assumed due 
to the nature of the sector; this included industries such as Remediation Services, Materials Recovery Facilities, Administration of Air and Water 
Resource and Solid Waste Management Programs.  
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Green Building Alliance
333 East Carson Street, Suite 331 - Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Phone: 412.431.0709 ::  Fax:  412.431.1432

Growth Through Energy & Community Health (GTECH)
214 N. Lexington St. - Pittsburgh, PA.  15208
412.241.1013 ::  info@gtechstrategies.org 
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